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      “An enlightening and informative compendium of essential practices across the broad spectrum of security risk management. An excellent addition to any management library resource for their Security Management System, or a primer for introducing new managers to the intricacies of security and risk management.”
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      "An extremely well written book which offers the reader a functional comparison of methods of managing risk whilst providing new interpretations on the operational aspects of risk management. The author clearly describes differing standards and helps you navigate and understand the differences between them. An essential for any manager who actively engages in risk management on a daily basis."




  
          Jennifer Catlin




              


    
      



 


 
      "Bruce Newsome has brought together the leading thinking and best practices in security risk management and synthesized them in a way that the student and practitioner of risk management can glean immediate benefit from the application  of Dr.



  
          Frank Plantan




              


    
      



 


 
      "Rich with examples and practical advice, “A Practical Introduction to Security and Risk Management” by Bruce Newsome offers a comprehensive overview of the salient issues relating to risk and security. The material here ties together work that draws from criminology, security studies, risk analysis, and more. The book expertly ties together  conceptual, methodological and policy frameworks to produce an essential primer for students, researchers, and practitioners. Dr.



  
          Leslie W. Kennedy




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is well written and provides great theories on security aspects to make students think. It also gives lots of areas for further discussion providing answers but also opening the mind to other views. Great book that will become recommended to the college and students




  
          Mr Gary Howard




              


    
      



 


 
      Added as an additional book for the subject Advanced Intelligence FOR5906




  
          Mr Hennie Lochner




              


    
      



 


 
      Strong level of academic context which supports the theoretical topics covered on a Sports Management pathway.




  
          Mr Mike Rayner
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    SAGE Knowledge is the premier social sciences platform for SAGE and CQ Press book, reference and video content.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.
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